Today's Thoughts: September 09, 2020: Serenity and Spiritual Beauty

Artist: Felix Schurig -At Prayer, 1889 (detail)

Serenity and Spiritual Beauty
Beauty comes with self-acceptance, self-love and self-awareness. Selfknowledge is equivalent to truth which brings serenity and spiritual beauty

The Beautiful Personality Of God (Part 3)
Just like us, God is a spiritual energy with a beautiful personality of His
own. His personality is so magnetic that people consider a moment of His
company as something very beautiful and a gift of many good karmasof
many past births. This shows how precious God is and how no human soul
can be compared to Him in terms of qualities. So, God is a spiritual energy
who has earned this type of respect from humans. They say He is God and
He is expected to be the nicest. But, then even we are souls or spiritual
energies like Him, but not as complete with qualities and not such a
magnetic a personality as Him. Why such a difference between Him and
us? This is because He does not lose His qualities because of coming under
the influence of body consciousness. On the other hand, humans become
egoistic or angry or lustful in the world drama which God, who is a very
pure living energy, does not experience at all. This is the reason why God is
respected so much.So respect is earned and not something that God
gets for free. It’s His nature of purity which makes Him so
loveable all over the world and someone whom every human
being loves to respect.
Whenever the word God is mentioned anywhere in the world by
anyone, people look upwards. This is a symbol of not only that
God stays beyond the skies but also how He is the purest and the
Highest of Highest. They also call Him the Father of Fathers, which
means He is the Supreme parent of humanity. He is Supreme not only in
His role of God but Supreme in His qualities. God is the most powerful soul
in the world. His power changes the whole world into a place where peace,
love and joy exist for 2500 years i.e. half the duration of the 5000 year
world drama which keeps repeating itself. This peace, love and joy does not
go away immediately after this 2500 year duration but reduces gradually.
In fact, as revealed by God, 1250 years after the 2500 years of heaven on
earth get over are not very very sorrow filled i.e. 3750 years of the world are
full of happiness but the last 1250 years are lacking in peace, love and joy as
we know from the history of the world.

Decisions! Decisions!
Often it's easy to help others make decisions because we are more
objective when we're not completely emotionally involved.
So if you want to get good at making your own decisions, get good at being
objective.
Learn to step back from the situation, mentally & emotionally, to gain a
better perspective.
Then you'll know what's best for you & what decision to make.

Message for the day
Situations become an expression of our state of mind.

Thought to ponder: Our reaction to situations is actually a proof of our
state of mind. Even during challenging times, if we are positive towards
ourselves and others, it means that we are positive. Only such positive
minds can think powerfully and get creative solutions.
Point to practice: Today I will take a thought to keep my mind positive
during every challenge. Before I react to something, I will first stop, check
my thoughts and only then say or do what I have to. Even if I do react at
that time, after that I will check and change my thoughts. This is the training
I need to give my mind.

